
 Waste of Money

TM & © Cartoon Network. (s16)





Originally friends from music class at their school, the group's passion for music 
sees their band ‘Cha-Ching’ growing in popularity, quickly attracting a loyal 
fan-base around town. Cha-Ching has played to some large crowds on stage in 
the local park and with the money the kids earned from these performances, they 
learn the importance of being smart with their money and the essential skills 
needed to understand their choices.  
It’s not hard, read on and find out how they did it. You could learn some valuable
money-smarts too.
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Characters

Vocals

Rhythm Guitar
and Vocals

Zul loves cars and has 
one aim in life: to become 

a racing car driver. 
He is sensible and 

determined; in order to 
achieve this, he knows he 

needs to learn to save 
for success.

Singer
Charity loves to give 
and share. She is a 
sweet and loving 

person always looking 
for ways to help out 

those in need whether 
 it's giving money, her

time or her talent.

Lead Guitar and 

Prudence is wise and 
practical and as such, 

makes it a habit to 
save money. She 

learned early that if 
she takes some of the 
money that she gets 
and saves it, she can 
make her dreams for 
the future come true! 

Keyboards and 
Vocals

Vocals

A careless spender 
and shopaholic, Pepper 
 wants everything she 
 sees and she wants 

 it right now.

Guitar and 
Vocals

Drums and Vocals

A lovable gentle-giant, 
Bobby does not have the 
street smarts or self-

control some of his 
 friends have. In short, he

 is not so good with
 money

Fun-loving Justin is a 
born entrepreneur and  

has lots of great 
business ideas. He 

loves taking on new 
projects and energetically 

dives into them head 
first.
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Today in the local
shopping mall.

New Jeans!!

 Nice!
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Can I take these
two pairs please?

Would you like
to try them on sir?

No thanks,
they look perfect!

Later that day

Hey there!

He he ha ha...
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Justin thinks back to when
he was still in the shop…

Why didn’t I try them on
before I bought 2 pairs?  What

a big big waste of money.
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Meanwhile at the stables

I’m going to learn
to ride a horse.

 What a great deal….I’ll take
the course of 10 lessons please.
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This is great.

Oh no! What’s happening?
 I’m becoming all spotty and

I need to aaaaachooo!!!

On no, I’m
allergic to horses.
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Now that money has gone and
I won’t be able to get it back.

 What a big big waste of money.
I should have tried one lesson

before I bought 10 lessons
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At the supermarket

Wow he looks cool!!!
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I’m going to buy this and
look as cool as he does.

Now to see the results...

Ahhh! What’s
happened!!!
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Why did I dye my hair?
I look terrible.

I looked much
better the way I was.

Reality check –
remember, there’s no need to change
to be popular. Don’t waste your time

or money on fads and crazes. 1111



At the cinema

I looove that actress.  Look I
bought her perfume.  I’m going

to be just as pretty as her.
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Here smell this.

Ewww...

I’m sorry Charity,
but that….

Yurgh...

Where did everybody go? 
And what is that smell?
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Oh! it's really stinky...

What a big big waste of money.
I smelt much better before

I sprayed that perfume.
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I’m starving...

Look at that. Need …burger
…. now…

What is this?
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This looks horrible compared with
the advert.  How do they do that?

What a big big waste of money..I
shouldn’t be fooled by the ads I see.
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Back in Bobby’s
kitchen...

 …and I’m still hungry!

Check this out?  Now
that’s what I call a burger.
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At the salon.

Oh my, those shoes
are amazing!!!

I want them! I want
them! I want them!

 They look amazing
but ohh aww ekk they

also really hurt.

I’ve got to sit down
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My feet are ruined!

What a big big waste of
money.  I can’t believe I bought

them. Stupid advert. 

Don’t worry Pepper,
we’ve all been there.
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Let’s go and have
some fun for free.
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Let’s try and avoid things that are
just a Big Big Waste of Money!!
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Do-Together Activity 
Activity Supplies: Pencil/Paper & Calculator

DISCUSS
Start this activity by watching the music video. Then ask the questions 
and discuss with your child(ren):    
• What does it mean to ‘waste money’?  
• Have you ever wasted money? If so, how, and on what?  
• What does it mean to waste money that you have earned / saved?  
• Is wasting money a way to Earn, Save, Spend, or Donate? 
• What are possible ways to spend without wasting money? 

CREATE
Using the Big Big Waste of Money Worksheet, note down a recent 
purchase where you think you may have wasted money. Cite one
example for each listed scenario:  

1.  Buying before trying
2.  Changing yourself to be popular 
3.  Being misled by advertising

Draw the item that you purchased and list out the following details:
• When did you buy it?
• 
• How much did you spend?
• Did you use the item at least once?
• What can you do with this item now?

Now if you were given a second chance, what would you do?
• Would you still buy this item?
• If not, would you consider buying another item instead of the  

one you bought?
• How much money would you save?

Why did you buy it? Were you influenced by peers, idols or ads?



REVIEW
Now answer the following questions together: 

• Is spending money the same as wasting money? 
• Is wasting money good or bad? Why? 
• What kind of habits can you develop to avoid wasting money?  
• By not wasting money, how will you benefit? 

• What can you do with purchases that you no longer need? 



Draw items you have purchased (one example each) and answer the questions here.

Big Big Waste of Money 

BUYING  
BEFORE TRYING

CHANGING YOURSELF  
TO BE POPULAR



Worksheet

BEING MISLED  
BY ADVERTISING



In this episode band show how they waste money on unnecessary 
purchases. Check out what the band have done and see how to 
avoid from occasions of 'big big waste of money' in your everyday 
life!!
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